INTERMISSION
Each item in this puzzle described a fictional movie that results from changing one letter in the title of a
real movie. You get one point for each correct answer.
EXAMPLE:
A new form of exercise emphasizing core strength gains popularity in Jamaica, Haiti, and neighboring
islands == PILATES OF THE CARRIBEAN
1. Things go horribly awry at a theme park serving genetically engineered bacon
2. A year after a drunken post-graduation eBay binge goes horribly wrong, a group of teenagers
are stalked and killed one by one.
3. A Baroque composer must make sure his parents kiss before he fades out of existence.
4. A Czech factory owner yields to his inflamed sexual desires.
5. An Egyptologist accidently releases an ancient, immortal infant whose stomach is cursed.
6. A boy wakes to discover that his wish to be transformed into a gnat has been granted.
7. An army broadcaster raises the morale of the troops by pulling down his pants.
8. In the future, caucasians are not allowed at a spa that relaxes clients before they become
stressed.
9. A man comes down from a mountain with God's rules for handling poultry.
10. Decals advertising major metropolitan attractions show up along a southwestern cattle drive.
11. A nun rescues a sanctuary for unwanted dogs from Nazis.
12. A crippled man's life touches upon many key events in modern American history and culture.
13. A pair of hyperactive, impulsive, and easily-distracted friends become unlikely roommates.
14. A group of simpletons find acceptance among the Sioux on the American frontier. A cop must
pay out at least fifty dollars an hour or he will blow up.
15. An FBI agent must reluctantly get inside the head of Tibetan monks.
16. A brilliant British car struggles with mental illness on its way to winning a Nobel Prize.
17. A mysterious swordsman's prodigious weight gain becomes a serious problem.
18. A wizards' civil war sweeps through the American South.
19. When World War II threatens to shut down professional baseball, a candymaker recruits
nocturnal birds into a new baseball organization.
20. A male nurse endures the paperwork behind all of his girlfriend's inventions in order to ask her
to marry him.
21. An isolated man eliminates a cancerous growth on his body.
22. A cab driver protects a dirty, foul-mouthed, disgusting companion who may be the universe's
only hope.
23. An eccentric female relative wants to defect from a Soviet submarine.
24. An out-of-work actor discovers that the only way he can get cast is by flirting with directors
under the table.

